
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
SANDIGANBAYAN

QUEZON CITY

PEOPLE OF THE
PHILIPPINES,
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CRM-0263-0280
For: Violation of Section 3 (e),
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CABOTAJE-TANG, P.J.,
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FERNANDEZ, B., J. and
FERNANDEZ, S.J., J.l

LAWRENCE LLUCH CRUZ, et
aZ.

For resolution is accused Frederick W. Siao and Michelle E.
Sweet-Booc's ((Motionjor Reconsideration [On the Resolution dated
02 August 2017]" dated August 18,2017.2

Accused-movants Siao and Sweet-Booc
Court's Resolution promulgated on August

pray that the
2, 2017'/7

1 Sitting as a permanent special member of the 3'd Division pursuant to Administrative Order No. 316-2017
dated September 13, 2017.
2 pp. 232-243, Vol. II, Record
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reconsidered and set aside and that the Informations against
them be quashed.3 In support of the aforesaid prayer, the
accused-movants make the followingsubmissions:

I.
WITH ALL DUE RESPECT, IT IS NOT PREMATURE
TO CONSIDER ACCUSED CONGo SIAO AND SWEET-
BOOC'S ARGUMENTS CONSIDERING THAT THEY
ARE MERELY ASKING THE HONORABLE COURT TO
REVIEW THE INFORMATIONS AND NOT THE
EVIDENCE.

II.
WITH ALL DUE RESPECT, THE HONORABLE COURT
ERRED IN DENYING ACCUSED CONGo SIAO AND
SWEET-BOOC'S MOTION TO QUASH DATED 31
MARCH 2017 CONSIDERING THE ELEMENTS OF
SECTION 3(E) OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 3019 ARE NOT
PRESENT IN THIS CASE.

A.THE INFO~TI0NS DATED 22
DECEMBER 2016 ARE WANTING OF
ALLEGATIONS THAT ACCUSED CONGo
SIAO AND SWEET-BOOC ACTED WITH
MANIFEST PARTIALITY AND EVIDENT
BAD FAITH.

B.THE INFO~TI0NS DATED 22
DECEMBER 2016 ARE BEREFT OF
ALLEGATIONS TO SHOW THAT THERE
WAS GROSS DISADVANTAGE TO THE
GOVERNMENT.

C. ACCUSED CONGo SIAO AND SWEET-BOOC
MERELY PASSED A RESOLUTION, WHICH
IS AN EXPRESSION OF A SENTIMENT AS
RECENTLY HELD BY THE HONORAB~
COURT. / /
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D.THE RENEWAL OF THE CONTRACT OF
LEASE DOES NOT REQUIRE PUBLIC
BIDDING.

The acclised-movants insist that [1] the elements of a
violation of Section 3 (e)of Republic Act (R.A.)No.<3019 are not
present in these cases;4 [2] the facts charged in the Informations
against them do not constitute an offense;5 [3] the present
Informations do not sufficiently allege how their act of voting in
favor of the passage of Resolution No. 13-191 constituted
((manifest partiality" and ((evident bad faith" which allegedly
caused prejudice to the city government of Iligan;6 [4] the
present Informations also fail to allege as to how their acts
caused ((disadvantage" to the city government of Iligan; and, [5]
the allegations in present Informations are mere conclusions of
law and the same are devoid of the ultimate facts which show
the "manifest and gross disadvantage" purportedly suffered by
the city government of Iligan.7

Accused-movants Siao and Sweet-Booc likewise reiterate
that the Informations against them limit their participation to the
passage of Resolution No. 13-191.8 Relying on the ruling of the
Sandiganbayan (First Division) in People v. Abellanosa,9 the
accused-movants maintain that the said resolution is only a
mere expression of the sentiment of the Sangguniang
Panlungsod; hence, they cannot be held liable as principals by
indispensable cooperation to the crime herein charged because
their favorable vote in the said resolution is only an expression of
their opinion or sentiment. 10

Lastly, the accused-movants contend that the conduct of
publicbiddingis not requiredin a renewalofa contract ofIe/!

4 p. 235, Vol. II, Record
5 p. 235, Vol. II, Record
6 p. 236, Vol. II, Record

7 p. 238, Vol. II, Record Ai
8 p. 239, Vol. II, Record
9 Case No. SB-16-CRM-0779, promulgated on January 27, 2017
10 p. 240, Vol. II, Record
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They argue that the facts alleged in the present Informations do
not really charge an offense because Section 53, Rule XVIof the
Revised Rules and Regulations of the Government Procurement
Reform Act clearly provides that negotiated procurement may be
resorted to by the Local Government Unit with respect to the
lease of privately owned real estate for officialuse. 11

In its Comment/ Opposition dated September 11, 201 7,12
the prosecution points out that the present motion filed by the
accused-movants demand that the Court review the Informations
in these cases on the ground that the elements of a violation of
Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019 are not present.13 However, the
prosecution notes that this is exactly what the Court did in its
assailed Resolution promulgated on August 2, 2017.14 Therein,
the Court assessed the present Informations and found that the
allegations in the said Informations sufficiently charge a violation
of Section 3 (e)of R.A.No. 3019.15

The Court finds the present motion bereft of merit.

To begin with, the issue regarding the sufficiency of the
facts alleged in the present Informations was squarely passed-
upon by the Court in its assailed Resolution promulgated on
August 2,2017, to wit:

The accused-movants seek the dismissal of the
cases against them on the ground that the allegations in
the Informations do not constitute an offe~

11 p. 241, Vol. II, Record 4'
12 pp. 274-278, Vol. II, Record·
13 p. 275, Vol. II, Record
14 p. 275, Vol. II, Record
15 p. 275, Vol. II, Record

~
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In Cabrera v. Sandiganbayan,16 the Supreme
Court ruled that the fundamental test in determining
the sufficiency of the material averments of an
Information is whether or not the facts alleged therein,
which are hypothetically admitted, would establish the
essential elements of the crime defined by law. Evidence
aliunde are not to be considered.

Also, Section 6, Rule 110 of the Revised Rules of
Criminal Procedure provides that the sufficiency of the
allegations in an Information is determined by the
following, viz:

Section 6. Sufficiency of complaint or
information.- A complaint or information is
sufficient if it states the name of the accused; the
designation of the offense given by the statute;
the acts or omissions complained of as constituting
the offense; the name of the offended party; the
approximate date of the commission of the
offense; and the place where the offense was
committed. 17

When an offense is committed by more
than one person, all of them shall be included in
the complaint or information.

Thus, the Court shall now proceed to assess the
sufficiency of the allegations in the Informations of these
cases vis-a.-vis the elements of the crimes charged
therein.

The undersigned Graft Investigation and
Prosecution Officer of the Office of the
Ombudsman accuses FREDERICK W. SIAO of
violating Section 3 (e) of Republic Act No. 3019
(Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act), committed
as follows:

On 4 March 2013, or sometime prior
or subsequent thereto, in Iligan City, an~

16441 SeRA 377 (2004) ( /4
17 Emphasis supplied

Ai
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within this Honorable Court's jurisdiction,
accused high-ranking public officer
FREDERICK W. SIAO (Siao), then
Member of the Sangguniang Panlungsod
of Iligan City, a local government unit,
while in the performance of his
administrative andj or official functions
and acting with gross negligence, manifest
partiality andj or evident bad faith; did
then and there willfully, unlawfully and
criminally give unwarranted benefits and
advantage to Salvatori Development
Corporation (SDC),a domestic corporation
organized and existing under Philippine
laws, when he, during the regular session
of the Sanggunian Panlungsod of even
date, voted for the passage of Resolution
No. 13-191 authorizing and directing
Mayor Lawrence Ll. Cruz to enter into and
sign a Contract of Lease (the contract)
with SDC, in which the Iligan City
Government leased seven (7) adjoining
parcels of land with an aggregate area of
20,000 square meters (sq.m) located in
Tubod, Iligan City from SDC for a period
of five (5) years at the rental rate of
PHP13.17.00jsq.m. for the 1st 10,000
sq.m. and PHP8.78jsq.m. for the 2nd

10,000 sq.m., when, in fact, the Contract,
which was executed on 13 March 2013,
was unduly favorable to SDC and grossly
disadvantageous to the Iligan City
Government because the lease
arrangement did not undergo competitive
pu blic bidding, as required by existing
government procurement laws and rules,
and thus effectively deprived the Iligan
City Government of the chance to obtain
the best, if not, the most reasonable price,
and through his aforementioned act, Siao
extended preferential treatment to SDC,
which unduly obtained rentals earned
from the aforesaid lease paid for by public
funds, to the great prejudice of the Iligan
City Government and the Filipino People.

In SB-16-CRM-0277, the Information reads:

/?~~
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The undersigned Graft Investigation and
Prosecution Officer of the Office of the
Ombudsman accuses MICHELLE E. SWEET-
BOOC of violating Section 3 (e) of Republic Act
No. 3019 (Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act),
committed as follows:

On 4 March 2013, or sometime
prior or subsequent thereto, in Iligan
City, and within this Honorable Court's
jurisdiction, accused high-ranking public
officer MICHELLE E. SWEET-BOOC
(Sweet-Booc), then Member of the
Sangguniang Panlungsod of Iligan City, a
local government unit, while in the
performance of her administrative and j or
official functions and acting with gross
negligence, manifest partiality andj or
evident bad faith; did then and there
willfully, unlawfully and criminally give
unwarranted benefits and advantage to
Salvatori Development Corporation
(SDC), a domestic corporation organized
and existing under Philippine laws, when
[she], during the regular session of the
Sanggunian Panlungsod of even date,
voted for the passage of Resolution No.
13-191 authorizing and directing Mayor
Lawrence Ll. Cruz to enter into and sign
a Contract of Lease (the contract) with
SDC, in which the Iligan City
Government leased seven (7) adjoining
parcels of land with an aggregate area of
20,000 square meters (sq.m) located in
Tubod, Iligan City from SDC for a period
of five (5) years at the rental rate of
PHP13.17.00jsq.m. for the 1st 10,000
sq.m. and PHP8.78 j sq.m. for the 2nd

10,000 sq.m., when, in fact, the
Contract, which was executed on 13
March 2013, was unduly favorable to
SDC and grossly disadvantageous to the
Iligan City Government because the
lease arrangement did not undergo
competitive public bidding, as required
by existing government procurement laws
and rules, and thus effectively deprived
the Iligan City Government of the chance
to obtain the best, if not, the m// 4
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reasonable price, and through her
aforementioned act, Sweet-Booc extended
preferential treatment to SDC, which
unduly obtained rentals earned from the
aforesaid leased paid for by public funds,
to the great prejudice of the Iligan City
Government and the Filipino People.

In the above-quoted Informations, the first
paragraph charges accused-movants Siao and Sweet-
Booc with a violation of Section 3 (e) of Republic Act
(R.A.)No. 3019. The elements of a violation of the said
crime are as follows:

1.The accused is a public officer or private
person charged in conspiracy with him;

2. Said public officer commits the prohibited acts
during the performance of his official duties or
in relation to his public position;

3. He causes undue injury to any party, whether
the government or private party;

4. Such undue injury is caused by glvmg
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference
to such parties; and,

5. The public officer has acted with manifest
partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence.20

The Court finds that the Informations in these
cases allege the essential elements of a violation of
Section 3 (e)of R.A.No. 3019.

The second paragraph of the afore-cited
Informations specifically alleges that: (1) the accused-
movants were public officers who were performing their
official functions at the time material to these cases; (2)
the accused-movants acted in evident bad faith,
manifest partiality or gross inexcusable negligence;. (~3)

19 pp. 38-39, Record ( '

" Mendo •• -Mce v. Office of the Ombud,man, 380 seRA 32S (2002) A ~
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the accused-movants gave unwarranted benefit,
preference and advantage to Salvatori Development
Corporation (SDC); and, (4) the accused-movants
authorized accused Mayor Lawrence Ll. Cruz, by voting
in favor of Resolution No. 13-191, during the regular
session of the Sangguniang Panlungsod, to enter into a
contract of lease, without undergoing competitive public
bidding, with SDC wherein the City of Iligan leased
seven [7] adjoining parcels of land with an aggregate
area of 20,000 square meters (sq.m), for a period of five
[5] years, at a rental rate of Php13.17jsq.m., for the
first 10,000 sq.m, and Php8.78jsq.m., for the second
10,000 sq.m., thereby allowing SDC to receive lease
rentals, paid for by public funds, which caused undue
injury and damage to the government.21

In their bid to dismiss the cases against them, accused-
movants Siao and Sweet -Booc further reiterate that the passage
of Resolution No. 13-191 is merely an expression of the opinion
or sentiment of the Sangguniang Panlungsod and that under the
Revised Rules and Regulations of the Government Procurement
Reform Act, public bidding is not required in a contract of lease
obtained by the Local Government Unit.

To be sure, the said arguments were also passed-upon by
the Court in its assailed resolution, thus:

In their bid to dismiss the cases against them, the
accused-movants further argue that: the facts charged
in the subject Informations do not constitute an offense
since the said Informations merely state that their alleged
participation in the renewal of the disputed contract was
the passage of Resolution No. 13-191, which is only an
expression of the sentiment of the Sanggunian
Panlungsod;22 the said resolution is not necessary for the
approval of the contract of lease;23 the renewal of the
contract of lease does not need to undergo competi~./7

21 pp. 8-13, Resolution; pp. 137-142, Vol. II, Record / .

" p. 423, Record rJ J:..4.
" p. 611, Record ~ ~ ,. U
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public bidding pursuant to Section 53, Rule XVI of the
2016 Revised Rules and Regulations of the GPRA;24 there
was no showing that the absence of public bidding
resulted in the gross disadvantage of the government;25
public officials are not liable for damages in the·
discharge of their official functions if there is no bad
faith; 26 they simply acted in accordance with their
mandate under the Local Government Code, hence, they
enjoy the presumption of regularity in the performance
of their duties;27 and, the prosecution admitted in its
comment that a contract of lease need not undergo
competitive public bidding.28

The Court finds the resolution of the aforesaid
submissions of the accused-movants at this stage of the
proceedings premature.

Jurisprudence abounds holding that the presence
or absence of the elements of the crime charged, the
existence of good faith or lack thereof, the merits and
the validity of a party's defense or accusation, as well as
the admissibility of testimonies and evidence, are all
matters of defense and are evidentiary in nature that is
best passed upon during trial proper. 29 In People v.
Castillo,30 the Supreme Court ruled:

Moreover, it was clearly premature on
the part of the Sandiganbayan to make a
determinative finding prior to the parties'
presentation of their respective evidence
that there was no bad faith and manifest
partiality on the respondents' part and
undue injury on the part of the complainant.

______ I_n_Go__ v_._F_ifthDivision, Sandiganbayan,31 W/7
24 pp. 426-427, Record; Emphasis supplied / /

25 p. 430, Record rr{
26 p. 616, Record
27 p. 616, Record
28 p. 620, Record
29 People v. Castillo, 590 SCRA 95 (2009); See also Singian, Jr. v. Sandiganbayan, 478 SCRA 348 (2005)
Unilever v. Tan, 715 SCRA 36 (2014), United Coconut Planters Bank v. Looyuko, 534 SCRA 322 (2007),
People v. Yecyec 739 SCRA 719 (2014), Clay and Feather International, Inc. v. Lichaytoo, 649 SCRA 516
(2011) and Lee v. KBC Bank N. V., 610 SCRA 117 (2010). .
30 590 SCRA95 (2009)
31521 SCRA270 (2007)
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held that "it is well established that the
presence or absence of the elements of the
crime is evidentia"ry in nature and is a
matter of defense that may be best passed
upon after a full-blown trial on the
merits. "32Also,it would be unfair to expect the
prosecution to present all the evidence needed to
secure the conviction of the accused upon the
filing of the information against the latter. The
reason is found in the nature and objective of a
preliminary investigation. Here, the public
prosecutors do not decide whether there is
evidence beyond reasonable doubt of the guilt of
the person charged; they merely determine
whether there is sufficient ground to engender a
well-founded belief that a crime has been
committed and that respondent is probably
guilty thereof, and should be held for trial. 33

Jurisprudence teaches that the true test in ascertaining
the validity and sufficiency of an Information is "whether the
crime is described in intelligible terms with such
particularity as to apprise the accused, with reasonable
certainty, of the offense charged. "34 Evidence aliunde or
matters extrinsic of the Information are not to be considered.35
This is precisely what the Court did in these cases. After it
carefully examined the allegations in the present Informations
vis-a-vis the elements of a violation of Section 3 (e) of R.A.No.
3019, it found that the Informations in these cases sufficiently
charge an offense.36

To stress, an Information need only state the ultimate facts
constituting the offense and not the finer details of why and how
the crime was committed. In People v. Sandiganbayan (Fourth
Division),37 the Supreme Court ru~

32 Emphasis supplied
33 pp. 13-15, Resolution; pp. 142-144, Vol. II, Record
34 Lazarte v. Sandiganbayan, 581 SCRA431 (2009); Emphasis supplied
35 People v. Odtuhan, 701 SCRA506 (2013)
36 p. 15, Resolution, p. 144, Vol. III, Record
37770 SeRA 162 (2015)
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For as long as the ultimate facts constituting
the offense have been alleged, an Information
charging a violation of Section 3(e) of RA No. 3019
need not state, to the point of specificity, the exact
amount of unwarranted benefit granted nor specify,
quantify or prove, to the point of moral certainty,
the undue injury caused. We have consistently and
repeatedly held in a number of cases that an
Information need only state the ultimate facts
constituting the offense and not the finer details of
why and how the crime was committed. 38

As alleged in the Information, the unwarranted
benefit was the privilege granted by Castillo to the
Arciagas to operate the dumpsite without the need to
comply with the applicable laws, rules, and regulations;
the undue injury being residents and students were
made to endure the ill-effects of the illegal operation. The
details required by the Sandiganbayan (such as the
specific peso amount actually received by the Arciagas as
a consequence of the illegal operation of the subject
dump site or the specific extent of damage caused to the
residents and students) are matters of evidence best
raised during the trial; they need not be stated in the
Information. For purposes of informing the accused of
the crime charged, the allegation on the existence of
unwarranted benefits and undue injury under the
Information suffices.

Moreover, the accused-movants question the presence of
the elements of a violation of Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019. It is
jurisprudentially settled that the presence or absence of the
elements of the crime charged, the validity or merits of a party's
defense or accusation, as well as the admissibility of testimonies
and evidence of the parties are all evidentiary in nature. They
are matters of defense which are best passed upon after a full-
blown trial on the merits and are better ventilated during trial
proper.39 ~

38 Footnote omitted; Emphasis supplied· ~
39 Singian, Jr. v. Sandiganbayan, 478 SCRA 348 (2005); See also Unilever v. Tan, 715 SCRA (2014), United
Coconut Planters Bank v. Looyuko, 534 SCRA 322 (2007), People v. Yecyec 739 SCRA 719 (2014), Clay and
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In sum, the accused-movants have failed to raise any new
or substantial matters that would warrant the grant of their
present motion.

WHEREFORE, accused-movants Frederick W. Siao and
Michelle E. Sweet-Booc's ((Motion for Reconsideration [On the
Resolution dated 02 August 2017J" dated August 18, 2017, is
DENIED for lack of merit and/ or being pro forma.

SO ORDERED.
Quezon City, Metro Manila

JANE T. FE ANDEZ
Associate Justice

Feather International, Inc. v. Lichaytoo, 649 SCRA516 (2011) and Lee v. KBC Bank N. V., 610 SCRA 117 (2010);
Italics supplied


